Protection against leakage of corporate information
AirStop is for IT professionals managing laptop computers with
multiple communications adapters and storage devices, who must
control connectivity in order to ensure network security. The softwareonly product is designed as an enterprise class solution for
organizations with or without multiple data networks.
Simultaneous connection to two networks is also referred to as
bridging. In this scenario potential intruders can use any computer
logged into the network as a bridge to mission-critical servers and
confidential information.
In the past, intruders had to gain physical access to a networked
computer in order to create a bridge to the network. But today, any
computer with a standard WiFi, Bluetooth or cellular adapter is an
easy target for unauthorized wireless bridging.
In addition, fixed and removable storage devices such as USB
flash memory sticks and writeable CD/DVD drives constitute another
potential data leak which must be protected.
Full endpoint security in a simple automated software package
AirStop prevents simultaneous operation of communications adapters
thereby eliminating the possibility of unauthorized bridging. It also
protects against leaks to USB storage devices and disk drives.
The software gives IT departments the ability to define and enforce
endpoint security policy and cannot be disabled by endusers.
Features
u Automated
Senses primary communications adapter and disables others
u Secure
Prevents simultaneous operation of multiple adapters
u Transparent
Background operation is transparent to endusers
u Configurable
Administrator defined dynamic security policy enforcement
u Protected
Endusers can not remove or reconfigure the software
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Configuration
Client
The administrator configures the AirStop Client by prioritizing the
available communications adapters and storage devices on a typical
machine. Once the security policy is finalized, the software can be
distributed using Microsoft SMS or installed as part of the login
process. AirStop is password protected and cannot be changed or
removed even by users with local administrative rights.
Server
The AirStop Server is an optional software package which collects
data from all AirStop clients. The web based solution provides
administrators with up to the minute information regarding adapter
usage across the enterprise or historical data on specific adapters
over time. All information can be viewed using a standard browser.
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AirStop prevents bridging between wireless devices and the network.
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u Client OS

Windows XP

u Hardware

All leading laptop vendors

u Devices

LAN, WLAN, 3G/Cellular, Bluetooth,
Fax/Modem, Firewire, USB flash memory,
CD/DVD/Floppy drives

About Code Red
Headquartered in Jerusalem, Israel, Code Red Systems was
established to simplify the management and security of wireless
devices produced by multiple vendors in business, industrial and
residential computing environments. The companys solutions are
hardware independent, thereby preserving the interoperability of
the 802.11 standard. The underlying architecture is modular and
flexible in order to accommodate emerging multiple wireless
protocols, applications and security standards.
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